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The Parent Meetings were opened by Woodlake Elementary Principal Dr. Kristin
Saunders or Assistant Principal Ms. Tanya Rivera Casares at 6:00 p.m. Introductions

were made of teachers from the specific grade level and support staff that were in

attendance. (RTI Teachers, Academic Coach).

Each parent received a folder with their students historical testing data from
Eduphoria, a printout of the student's attendance and information regarding the
campus reading and math strategies used for grades 3-5.
Eachitem in the folder was presented by Dr. Saunders, explained and each parent was
given time to ask questions or getclarification.
Historical testing data page: levels of performance was discussed, to include the

Campus Mock STAARgiven in October, and previous assessments given throughout

the year or previous years. Dr. Saunders gave the parents dates for the next Mock

STAAR, and the STAARdates in May.

The attendance printout was discussed as well as how important regular attendancein

schoolis for each student. State Law was explained, the requirement for each student
to attend 90% of the school year. If a studentfalls below the 90% requirement, the
Attendance Committee will meet to discuss the at-risk factors for the student, and the
next steps. Or. Saunders madethe point that attendance in school and testing scores
goes handin hand.

The Classroom Teachers presented the campuswide reading strategy as well as the
math strategy that all 3"? through 5" grade students use.
Parents were encouraged to speak with their child's teacher for clarification or to
answer any questions they may have, teachers wereavailable both during and after
the meeting. Dr. Saunderstold the parents that videos will be made and posted on the
web about these two strategies.

Mrs. Long presented the E Resource pageincludedin the folder; Amplify, Imagine
Math, Imaging Math Facts, SORA and LearningAlly.

The meeting ended with the RTI Teachers talking about extra materials that are
available to parents such as flash cards, books for reading, math manipulatives to
include 100's charts, place value charts etc. A list was developed andall materials will
be sent home with the student. The meeting ended at 7:20 p.m.
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